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The Best of All Worlds
   Which attribute is most

important in a lighting

fixture—style, affordability or

flexibility?

   Is good photometric

performance more desirable

than high-quality construction?

   Would you rather have a

linear fluorescent fixture that’s

easier to install, or one that fits

a wide range of applications?

   These are the questions

lighting designers have been

faced with for years.

   In response, P.A.L. intro-

duces Luminata, a high-design

line of fixtures that eliminates

the need to compromise.

   Now, you can have it all.

   Available in two distinctive

profiles, P.A.L’s Luminata series

combines the best of all possible

worlds. Aesthetically captivating,

Luminata is made of rigid extruded

aluminum. But, amazingly, despite

its high-quality construction,

Luminata is also priced to meet the

constraints of today’s budgets.

   Lightweight, yet sturdy. The

photometrics you need, with the

durability and quality you’ve come

to expect from P.A.L. Easy to

install and easy to configure into

patterns. Ideally suited to a wide

range of indoor applications.

   In short, there’s one fixture that

does everything you want:

   Luminata.

Stylish and affordable,

Luminata is the

cost-effective aluminum

fixture series that

gives you a variety

of different appearances

while providing

outstanding

performance.

LMS02 - PH - SE - WR - 12 - CSA(18) - F01M - V - T8 - ( )

Series

Mounting

CSA - Semi Adjustable Cable
(specify length)
15’, 18”, 21”, 24”, 24”, 30”, or 36”

C - Fully Adjustable Cable (36”)

Extended

Precision Architectural Lighting
4830 Timber Creek Drive, Houston, TX 77017
Phone (713) 946-4343   Fax (713) 946-4441
www.pal-lighting.com

A premier manufacturer of high-quality linear fluorescent lighting
fixtures, Precision Architectural Lighting was founded on principles of
craftsmanship, performance and customer satisfaction. Emphasizing
support, responsiveness and personal attention, P.A.L. backs each
specification with a team of lighting professionals dedicated to ensuring
your project’s success.

Housing Style
PH
Perforated
SH
Solid

Standard Lengths
4’, 8’, 12’

Standard Finish
F01M Matte White
Premium Finishes
F01G Gloss White F12 Ultrasonic Clear
F02 Ivory F13 Merlot
F03 Stonewash F14 Red Skies
F04 Camel F15 Lemon
F05 Gray Day F16 Forest Hunter
F06 Pebble Beach F17 Olive
F07 Steel F18 Khaki
F08 Gray Seal F19 Hunter Green
F09 Mocha F20 Blue Print
F10 Bronzed F21 Reflex Blue
F11 Black F22 Navy
      FCC = Custom Color

Voltage
120
277

Lamp Type
T8
T5HO

Options
<10%
Less than 10% THD
ballast for T8 lamp
EM
Emergency battery pack
2Ckt
Two circuit wiring
Dim
Dimming
FS
Fusing
CFC
Coiled feed cord

End Caps
SE
Sculpted End
XE
6” Extended End

Reflector
WR
White
SR
Specular
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Luminata for Application FlexibilityLuminata for Style Luminata for Affordablity

   Offering all the advantages of a

highly styled specification-grade

luminaire, Luminata’s advanced

construction features a rigid

extruded aluminum body and

integral cross braces, which

combine to eliminate sagging,

twisting and ‘oil-canning’.

   This superior construction concept

ensures greater accuracy and

consistency, resulting in graceful

lines, sharply defined detail and

straight rows.

   With its dramatic profile, the

Luminata series makes a striking

design statement. But its impressive

appearance is only part of the story.

   Because, with its range of

configurations, Luminata can

stylishly fulfill a number of different

lighting requirements. For example,

Luminata can be specified with either

a solid or perforated housing, to

change the amount of downlighting

reference. The terminus of each row

of Luminata fixtures can be finished

with either a gracefully  sculpted end

or a striking extended end.  Choose

general performance or wide-

distribution optics. The possibilities

are virtually limitless.

   Available in an array of colors, each

Luminata receives a baked-on,

powder-coat finish for all visible

components, to maintain the elegance

of your installation.

With either extended (above) or sculpted (below) endpieces, the

Luminata series is a graceful addition to any architectural space.

Designed for ease of installation, the Luminata series incorporates an innovative alignment system,

a quick-connect wiring harness and modular suspension for T-bar mounting.

(Top) Luminata’s

complementary wall

mount units, available

individually or in

continuous rows, add

definition and interest

to architectural

spaces.

Luminata’s stylish

cast-aluminum

connectors  (90-

degree shown below)

allow for a

complete range

of installation

patterns.

   Its multitude of configurations

and options helps make the

Luminata series an ideal choice

for a wide range of applications.

Work areas—such as schools,

offices, modules where CRT

displays are used and conference

rooms—benefit greatly from

Luminata’s excellent perfor-

mance and attractive design. In

addition, public spaces, such as

lobbies, retail stores, reception

areas, corridors, airports and

hospitals, are enhanced by

Luminata’s unique combination

of style, performance and

affordability.

   Complementary connectors

and inconspicuous mounting

hardware ensure that your

Luminata installation is both

seamless and easy to complete.

The connector options, including

90-degree ‘L’, ‘T’ and ‘X’, permit

infinite design flexibility. Other

options, such as emergency

battery packs and dimming

systems, expand Luminata’s

capabilities, resulting in a stylish

and efficient light source that

increases workplace comfort

and reduces fatigue.

   Wonderfully adaptable to a

range of environments, Luminata

provides an unmatched

combination of high design,

excellent performance and

outstanding value.

   A new concept in aluminum

fixture design, the Luminata is

cost-effective to specify and

less expensive to install.

Standard suspension points at

48” intervals make T-bar

installation a snap, with no

additional measuring, drilling

or hardware purchases

required.

   Available in standard lengths

of 4 ft., 8 ft. and 12 ft., each

contractor-friendly Luminata

fixture incorporates an

innovative spline alignment

system and quick-connect

wiring harness to simplify

continuous-row installation.

And Luminata is available

with either semi-adjustable

or fully adjustable cable

suspension assemblies to

further facilitate installation.

   Luminata’s cost-effective-

ness also extends to lamping

options. Accommodating six

different lamp configurations,

Luminata utilizes precise

optics in conjunction with

either T8 or T5HO lamps to

reduce the number of fixtures

required. Companion wall-

mount luminaires comple-

ment the suspended fixtures

to add warmth and dramatic

emphasis.
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